Expression of a novel zebrafish zinc finger gene, gli2b, is affected in Hedgehog and Notch signaling related mutants during embryonic development.
Gli zinc-finger proteins are known as downstream mediators of the evolutionary conserved Hedgehog pathway. In zebrafish, gli2 functions differently from Gli2 in mammals. This difference could be due to the gli2 duplication in teleosts evolution and partial redundancy between two duplicated genes. Here, we report a novel zebrafish gli2-like cDNA. Its structure, genetic location, and distinct expression pattern in the central nervous system suggested that this gene might represent a second gli2 of teleosts, and we named it gli2b. gli2b was expressed in the neural keel, excluding the forebrain-midbrain boundary, while gli2 expression complemented this pattern. After 24 hours postfertilization, several specific domains of gli2b expression were observed in the lateral and medial hindbrain and hypothalamus. In mutants affecting the Hedgehog and Notch signaling pathways, gli2b expression was either disrupted or extended in different regions.